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Quark-Quark
TMD Correlator:

TMD hard/soft factorization: Ji, Ma,Yuan (04); Collins, Metz (04)

 Drell-Yan process (no FFs!):

measuring qT, the cross section depends on beam &
target hadrons TMDs. Past-pointing (T-reversed) Wilson line
 modified universality (change of sign) in the T-odd sector!
sector
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Connection with partons orbital angular momentum (OAM): in general, contributions from partons
with non-zero OAM have to vanish at pT=0  cannot be described by a gaussian shape!
It is of great importance to devise models showing the ability
to predict a non-trivial pT-dependence for TMD densities!
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Virtual S=1 Dq propagator (
 real Dq polarization sum):
‘Feynman’:
Bacchetta, Schaefer, Yang, P.L.B578 (04) 109

‘Covariant’:
Gamberg, Goldstein, Schlegel, PRD 77 094016 (08)

‘Light-Cone’:
Brodsky, Hwang, Ma,
Schmidt, N.P.B593 (01) 311
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Parameters: m=M/3, Ns/a/a’ (fixed from ||f1s/a/a’||=1), Ms/a/a’ , Λs/a/a’ , cs/a/a’ from a joint fit to data on u & d
unpolarized and longitudinal PDF:
PDF ZEUS for f1 @ Q2=0.3 GeV2, GRSV01 at LO for g1 @ Q2=0.26 GeV2)
Hadronic scale of the model: Q02 ~ 0.3 GeV2
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. (=> include tensor coupling!)
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Total angular momentum conservation
automatically encoded:
L=0
L=1
No L=2 contributions (possible for axial-vector Dq):

L=1 component relativistically enhanced w.r.t.
L=0 one!  Spin Crisis as a relativistic effect ?!
. (=> include tensor coupling!)

Non-zero relative Orbital Angular Momentum between q and Dq:
the g.s. of q in N is NOT JP=1/2+; NO SU(4) spin-isospin symmetry for N wave-function!
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the average pT decreases as x
increases; down quarks on average
carry less pT than up quarks
Flavour dependence !

‘+’ combination selects L=0 LCWFs for
S=0 Dq and L=1 LCWFs for S=1 Dq

The study of pT-dependence
shed light on the spin/orbital
angular momentum structure
of the Nucleon!

clear downturn !
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DGLAP Evolution @ LO
using code from
NO TMD Evolution

Hirai, Kumano, Miyama,
C.P.C.111 150 (98)
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DGLAP Evolution @ LO
using code from
NO TMD Evolution

Hirai, Kumano, Miyama,
C.P.C.111 150 (98)

Transverse Spin distribution

Change of sign at x=0.5, due to
the negative S=1 Dq contributions,
which become dominant at high x

Parametrization:
Parametrization pT- dependence ~ exp[ - pT2 / <pT2> ]
x- dependence ~ xα(1-x)β …
Anselmino et al.
PRD 75 054032 (07)
no change of sign allowed!
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Bag model
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It links chiral even (
 gluon partners) and chiral odd (no gluon counterparts)
TMDs  it could only hold in ‘no-gluon’ models,
models and is naturally spoiled by
the different scale evolutions

Is it GENERAL
at some fixed scale?

In our spectator model, it only holds for scalar diquark, but is violated
by axial vector diquark contributions (for all gauges)
Interference between two LCWFs differing by two units of Lz.
Only necessary: for us,
despite Lz=+1 and Lz=-1 LCWFs!

Include a Tensor Coupling:
Coupling
L=2 LCWFs and non-zero
S=1 Dq pretzelosity, but still
relation NOT fulfilled !
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distributions crucial to explain the evidences of SSA!
SSA Their existence is bound to the
Gauge Link (
 QCD colour invariance), producing the necessary non-trivial T-odd phases!
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T-odd TMDs
T-odd distributions:
distributions crucial to explain the evidences of SSA!
SSA Their existence is bound to the
Gauge Link (
 QCD colour invariance), producing the necessary non-trivial T-odd phases!

1 gluon-loop contribution in eikonal
approximation: first order approximation
of the Gauge link!
O(gs) Appr.

v: an. mag. mom. of S=1 Dq.
v=1  γWW vertex!
Imaginary part: Cutkoski cutting rules! Put on-shell Dq and eikonal propagators. Analytic results!
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Overlap representation:
representation tree level LCWFs convoluted (over transverse momenta) with a FSI kernel

Universal FSI operator G !
(using LC gauge for S=1 Dq)
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In the TMD parton model :

Using model expressions (dipolar FF, LC gauge) for TMDs, we are able to ANALYTICALLY perform
the convolution integrals over transverse momenta,
momenta by using the delta function and exploting the
Feynman parameters representation
Model predictions for the Lam-Tung SR!
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NA10 @ CERN :
Eπ = 194 GeV
s1/2 = 19.1 GeV
Integration over Q = M
in the 4.05 – 8.5 GeV range
Integration over xF
with the x1 < 0.7 constraint
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COMPASS @ CERN :
s = 300 GeV2
Q2 = 48 GeV2
Q2/s = x1 x2 ~ 0.16,
xF = xbeam – xtarget = x1 – x2

Outlook
Many results already achieved, but work still in fieri
 Improve the model, by trying to include sea quarks/antiquarks contributions

 Calculate UNweighted asymmetries in SIDIS and DY, by numerically performing the involved
convolution integrals upon transverse momenta

 Employ the model to calculate other observables, above all e.m. form factors
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Sivers & Boer-Mulders functions

: Spin density of unpol. q quark in a
transversely pol. proton
Trento conventions
for SIDIS:

T-even TMDs: overlap representation

Sivers-anomalous magnetic moment connection

Connection with
anomalous magnetic moments:
moments

